our
best
starts
here.

your
best
you.
be be
your
best
you.
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Doing Right is at the center of everything we do.
Who we are. How we act. How others see us. And how we see ourselves — these are key
components of the Allegacy Brand and Culture.
Our Essence and Brand Promise align internal and external experiences so that we express
and present ourselves with clarity and effectiveness. They are the verbal expression of our
philosophy and serve as points of influence for the way we live and deliver our Brand.

our best is
built from the
inside out.
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Essence:

Brand Promise:

Doing Right

We’ll always do the
right thing for your
wellbeing.

Our Essence, “Doing Right,” is the
focal point of our identity. It captures
key differentiation and focuses on our
commitment to the people and
communities we serve.
Doing Right inspires our tagline:

Be your best you.

Our Brand Promise is an expression
of our Essence. It’s our promise to our
members and the communities we serve.
And it guides our team as they go about
their daily interactions.

This statement alludes to a promise fulfilled.
It reflects our goal to help every member —
and team member — be their best.
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The Allegacy Circle shows the
ways our Brand and Culture
work together.

every great
brand is built
on a strong
foundation.

brand

essence

c u lt u r e

At the center of this circle is our Essence.
It is surrounded by two equal parts:
our Brand and our Culture. Both
play important roles in achieving
organizational synergy.
Our Brand includes the external
marketing materials and communications
that represent Allegacy to our members
and our community. They set us apart
from the competition and give us a look,
feel and message that is uniquely our
own. But that’s only half of the equation;
a Brand without Culture is incomplete.
Our Culture embodies the way we
treat our members and each other. It
expresses our internal Beliefs, inspires
our Behaviors and influences the
Benefits we share with members.
The following pages detail the three
components of our Culture that combine
with our Brand to achieve greater
organizational synergy.
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